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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let VT be a set of primes. If x is a character of G, let o(x) denote the order of 
the linear character det(;y) in the group of linear characters of G. Here, det(x) 
is the determinant of any representation corresponding to X. In this article 
we consider the set Z&,(G) of all irreducible characters x of a finite group G 
such that x(l) is a product of powers of primes in rr (we call such an integer 
a m-number) and for every subnormal subgroup ikl of G and for every irreducible 
constituent 4 of x,,,,  o(4) is a v-number. 
This article is devoted to the properties of X,(G) and its relation to the group 
structure, when G is n-separable. The assumption of r-separability is quite 
crucial. Our basic tools are the results of Section 4 which deal with the inter- 
action of X,(G) with the normal structure of G. Section 5 establishes a Clifford’s 
Theory for X,(G). In Section 6, we show that two irreducible characters x, $ 
in X,(G) are equal if they agree on a Hall x-subgroup of G. Let g,, denote the 
r-part of the exponent of G and let Q(g,,) be the field extension of rationals 
generated by a primitive g,-th root of unity. We show that X(X) belongs to 
Q(g,,) for every x in X,(G) and for every x E G. If G is r-solvable, then Q(g,,) 
is actually a splitting field for every x in X,(G). Let {rrl ,7r2 ,..., TT,J be a family 
of pairwise disjoint sets of primes. Suppose G is r,-separable for i = 1, 2,..., n. 
If xi E X,,(G) for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, then the product ny=, xi is irreducible. Further- 
more if xl are characters in Xvi(G) such that I-J:=, xi = nt, xi , then we must 
have xi = xi for every i. This is done in Section 7. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for G to have a normal rr-complement is given in Section 8. 
The set X,,(G) is a generalization of a set of characters considered by Isaacs 
(see Definition 2.2 of [9]). Our Propositions 4.3 and 4.5 are simple generalizations 
of Lemma 2.5 and 2.4 of [9]. Proposition 8.3 below is suggested by Theorem 1.4 
of [8]. 
The motivation for the other results about X,,(G) comes from an entirely 
different quarter. Let D be an @normalizer of a solvable group G (see [l]). 
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Recently Dade has constructed a family of injections {Ph} from the set Irr(D) 
of all irreducible characters of D into Irr(G) (see [2]). Any two injections in 
this family have the same image Ph(Irr(D)) in Irr(G). In a future article, we
will use the set X,(G) to give an alternate characterization of Ph(Irr(D). If D 
is a system normalizer of G and D, is a Sylow p-subgroup of D, then we will 
show that Ph(Irr(D,)) = X,(G). Many of the results about 3&,(G) are suggested 
by the corresponding properties of Irr(D,). 
Unless otherwise specified, a group means a finite group and a character 
means a complex character. For the most part, we follow the notation of [lo]. 
For the definition and elementary properties of n-separable groups, we refer 
the reader to [5]. 
This work is a part of the author’s doctoral thesis at the University of Illinois 
under the supervision of Professor E. C. Dade. The author wishes to express 
his gratitude to Professor Dade for his guidance, patience and encouragement. 
The author also wishes to thank Professor I. M. Isaacs for many helpful and 
stimulating conversations during the course of this work. 
2. THE SET X,(G) 
DEFINITION 2.1. Write 3&(G) for the set of x in Irr(G) such that x(l) is a 
q-number and for every M 44 G and every irreducible constituent 4 of xw , 
o(4) is a w-number. 
Remark 2.2. (a) If G is a m-group, then we have X,(G) = Irr(G). 
(b) If G is a r’-group, then we have X,(G) = (lo}. 
(c) Every automorphism of G leaves 3,(G) invariant. 
Let x lie in L-r(G) and suppose x( 1) is a n-number. Let G = G,, D G, D **a D
G, = (1) be a composition series of G. We can choose characters xi in Irr(G,) 
satisfying x0 = x and xi+i < (x&,+, for i = 0, 1,2 ,..., it- 1. Then x lies 
in X,,(G) if and only if o(xJ is a r-number for i = 0, 1,2,..., rr, for every com- 
position series (Gi} and for every chain of characters hi}. We show that it 
suffices to consider any one composition series and one chain of irreducible 
characters {xi}. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G = G, D Gl D ... D G, = (1) be a composition 
series of G. Let x be an irreducible character of G and suppose x(l) is a ~-number. 
For each i, choose a x6 in Irr(GJ such that the conditions x,, = x, x$+1 < (xJo,+, 
are satisfied for i = 0, l,..., n - 1. Then x lies in T,(G) if and only if 0(x<) is 
a ~-number for each i. 
Proof. (-+) Suppose x lies in X,(G). Then Definition 2.1 implies that o(xi) 
is a r-number for every i. 
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(+) We use induction on 1 G 1. Since Gi is a subnormal subgroup of G, it 
follows that xi(l) divides x(l). Thus xi(l) is a w-number for every i. The chain 
{xi}: satisfies the induction hypothesis. Therefore x1 lies in X,(Gr). Let M be 
any maximal normal subgroup of G. We show that every irreducible constituent 
of X~ lies in X,(M). 
Case 1. Gr = M. In this case every irreducible constituent of X~ is a 
G-conjugate of x1 and therefore belongs to X,(M). 
Case2. G,#M. WriteMi=MnGgfori=O,l,...,n.ThenGDM= 
MO D Ml D -0. D M, = (1) is a subnormal series of G. If Mi # M,+l , then 
we have Gi = M,G,+, and M,,, = Mi IT G,+l . In this case Mi/Mi+, is naturally 
isomorphic to Gi/Gi+i . It follows that there is a unique index r such that 
W = MT+, . 
We claim that we can choose characters +i in Irr(Mi) satisfying &. < (,&,, 
and +i d (h&t< f or every i. Note & = lc satisfies these conditions. Suppose 
+n > Ll I***? +i have been chosen satisfying the above conditions. If i = r + 1, 
then A = +,-+1 works. So assume i # r + 1. Then we have Gi-, = Mi_IGi 
and Mi = Gi n M(-, . Since & is a constituent of (x&.,$ ,it is clearly a constit- 
uent Of (Xi-l)Md. Since M+, is a subgroup of G,-, containing Mi , it follows 
that $i is a constituent of fMt for some irreducible constituent .$ of (~~-r)~,-, . 
Define&-r = 4. Then&r has the required properties. We have now constructed 
the chain {+i}. 
If i > 1, then & is a subnormal constituent of x1 . Since x1 lies in X,(G,), 
o(di) is a r-number for every i, 1 < i < 71. We now show that o(A) is a r-number. 
Write xw = e xi=, si where the fi are distinct and conjugate in G with 5, = &, . 
This implies 
(det x),,,, = det X~ = i (det ti)e. 
i=l 
(2-l) 
Write MJM~ =j& Q where Q E Irr(M,) with 7, = +r . This implies 
(det &,,, = nbr (det ~)f. Since Q is conjugate to $r for each i and o(+r) is 
a m-number, o((det(&,)),l) is a n--number. Let m be the m-part of o(+,,). Then 
o(det(+,,P) isa m’number. It follows that det(+O)m is a linear character of M/M, . 
Since {ti 1 1 < i < t} is a Gr-conjugacy class and Gr centralizes M/M, , we 
obtain (det &), = (det &)” f or each i, 1 < i < t. This implies ((det x)~)~ = 
(det &Jctm (see equation (2-l)). Since O(X), e, t, m are all v-numbers, it follows 
that o(+,J is a v-number. 
Now the chain {+i}t satisfies the induction hypotheses. Therefore & lies 
in X,(M) and so does every other irreducible constituent of X~ . 
Now let N be any subnormal subgroup of G and let 7 be an irreducible 
constituent of xN . Let M be a maximal normal subgroup of G containing N. 
Choose a + in L-r(M) satisfying 7 < & and + < xlcr .By the above proof, 4 lies 
in X,(M). Therefore o(v) is a r-number. 
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3. FOLKLORE 
This section is devoted to restating some well-known results in a convenient 
form. 
LEMMA 3.1 [lo, page 341. Let N be a normal subgroup of G and suppose 4
in L-r(N) is G-invariant. For each x in Irr(G / $), write eX = (xu , 4). Then e, is 
a positive integer and we have 
c e,2=IG:Nl. 
xeIrr(G/d) 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (Gallagher). Let N be a normal subgroup of G and let 4 
be a G-invariant irreducible character of N. If 1 G : N 1 is relatively prime to 
o(+) $(l), then 4 has a unique extension x to G such that o(x) is relatively prime to 
1 G : N I. Furthermore we have O(X) = o(4). 
Proof. This proposition follows easily from Lemma 6.24 and Theorem 11.32 
of [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 [lo, Theorem 6.161. Let N be a normal subgroup of G 
and let 4, 5 in Irr(N) b e invariant in G. Assume $5 is irreducible and that 5 extends 
to # in Irr(G). Then the map x + x# is a bijection from Irr(G 14) onto Irr(G I${). 
We now consider coprime actions. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose a group G can be written as KM, where M is normal in 
G and the orders / K /, / M 1 are relatively prime. Suppose every irreducible 
character of M is K-invariant. Then K centralizes M and G is equal to the direct 
product K x M. 
Proof. Omitted. 
The following result of Glauberman is often useful. 
THEOREM 3.5 [4, Theorem 41. Suppose a group K acts on a group E and 
(I K /, j E I) = 1. Suppose the semidirect product KE acts on a set Q. If the action 
of E on D is transitive, then the set Sz, = {a ED I ax = a for each x E K} is non- 
empty. Furthermore the action of the centralizer C(K in E) of K in E on s2, is 
transitive. 
The following application of this theorem will be used often in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 3.6 [7, Lemma 10.31. Suppose a group K acts on a group G and 
normalizes a normal subgroup N of G. Suppose further that (I K I, I G : N I) = 1. 
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Let x be a K-invariant irreducible character of G. Then we have the following 
co?ldusim. 
(a) Some irreducible constituent [ of xN is K-invariant. 
(b) If C(K in G/N) = {I}, then the above f is unique. 
(c) If C(K in G/N) = GIN, then every irreducible constituent of g,, is 
K-invariant. 
The next result is in some sense dual to the above proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose K acts on G and normalizes a normal subgroup N 
of G. Suppose further that (I K 1, 1 G : N 1) = 1. Let .$ be a K-invariant irreducible 
character of N. Then we have the following conclusions. 
(a) Some irreducible constituent x of EG is K-invariant. 
(b) If C(K in G/N) = {l}, then the above x is unique. 
(c) If C(K in G/N) = G/N, then every irreducible constituent of to is 
K-invariant. 
Proof. This Proposition follows from Theorem 13.31 and Problems 13.10, 
13.13 of [lo]. 
Let H, K be subgroups of G. The map, sending each x E K onto the sign 
sgn(x on G/H) of the permutation Hy + Hyx induced by x on the set G/H of 
left cosets of H in G, is a linear character of K with values 1, - 1 and is denoted 
by sgn(K on G/H). 
We consider the transfer Vo,, as a multivalued map from G into H which is 
singlevalued mod H’. 
If 4 is a character of H, an easy calculation shows (see (2) of [3]) 
deWG) = WC on G/H)“o)(det 4 0 V,,). 
Taking $ to be lx , we obtain 
det(l,)G = sgn(G on G/H). 
If L < H, then the equation 
(3-l) 
P-2) 
sgn(G on G/L) = sgn(G on G/H)IHzLI 
* (s&H on H/L) 0 vG+d 
follows form the equality (l,)G = ((lL)H)G and equations (3-l), (3-2). 
(3-3) 
LEMMA 3.8 [6, Satz IV 1.61. Let H, L be subgroups of G such that L < H. 
Then for every x in G, 
vG,(x) = vH,,( vG,(x)> modL’. 
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PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose H, K andL are subgroups of G satisfying G = HK 
andHnK=L. 
(a) For any y in H, we have 
vo,dy) = VM(Y) mod K’, 
sgn( y on G/K) = sgn( y on H/L). 
(b) Suppose K is normal in G. Then for any y in H we have 
V,,,(y) = ylGERI mod H’L. 
Proof. (a) Let {ti 1 1 < i < n} be a set of coset representatives of L in 
H. Then {ti} also serves as a set of coset representatives of K in G. For each i, 
there is a unique index i(y) with 1 < i(y) < n satisfying Lt,y = L&,) . Since 
L < K, we obtain Ktty = K&,) . Therefore the permutations Lx + Lxy and 
Kx -+ I&y can be identified with the permutation ti --+ ti(y) of {ta}. This 
implies 
sgn( y on H/L) = sgn( y on {ti}) = sgn( y on G/K). 
We also have 
V,,,(y) 3 fi tiyt& mod L’ 
i=l 
= i tiyt& mod K’ 
i=l 
(b) If {s, 1 1 < j < m} is a set of coset representatives of H in G, then, 
for y in H, we have 
where j(y) is the unique index with 1 <j(y) < m such that Hs,y = HsjtV) .
Since G = KH, we may assume that s, E K for j = 1,2,..., m. Now s,ys&y-l 
belongs to K n H = L for every y E H and every j. Therefore 
VG+H( y) = fi (sj y& y-l) y mod H’ 
j-1 
= y” mod H’L. 
This proves (b) since m = 1 G : H 1. 
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4. X,,(G) AND NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
In this section we investigate the relationship between X,,(G) and X,(M) 
for a normal subgroup M of G. Some of the results below are admittedly 
technical, but they will all be used later in this article and also in the proof of 
our characterization of Ph(Irr(D)). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let M be a subnormal subgroup of G. Let 4 be an irreducible 
constituent of xw for some x in X,(G). Then C# lies in X,(M). 
Proof. Since +(l) divides x(l), the proposition is a simple consequence of 
Definition 2.1. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let M be a normal k-subgroup of G. Then M < Ker(x) 
for every x in X,,(G). 
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Proposition 4.1 and 
Remark 2.2(b). 
The next result should be compared to Lemma 2.5 of [6]. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let M be a normal subgroup of G such that 1 G : M 1 is a 
&-number. Let X,(M), denote the set of G-invariant elements of X,(M). Then 
the restriction map x + xw is a bzjection from X,(G) onto X,(M), . For each + 
in X,(M), , let + denote the unique extension of q5 to G whose order is a rr-number. 
Then we have X,(G I+) = (+}. 
Proof. Let x lie in X,(G). We can write X~ = e Cl=, $i where & E Irr(M), 
t = ] G : Gm, / and e is a positive integer dividing 1 G : M 1, Both e, t divide 
a rr’-number I G : M I and a r-number x(l). As a result X~ = $i is irreducible 
and hence it belongs to SE,(M), . 
Conversely let 4 lie in X,(M), . Proposition 3.2 gives a unique extension 
6” of + to G such that o(F) is a m-number. Choose a composition series 
G = Go D Gl D ... D M = G, D G7+1 D ... D G, = (1) 
of G. For i = 0, 1,2 ,..., r define xi = (@)c . Then 0(x,) is a r-number for each i, 
0 < i < r. Choose irreducible characters’ xi of Gi satisfying xi+i < (x& 
for all i, r < i < n - 1. Since + = x7 lies in 3,(M), 0(x,) is a w-number i$ 
i = r, r + l,..., n. The chain (xl>: satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.3. 
Therefore x0 = + belongs to SE,(G). The two maps x + x,+, and 4 -9” are 
inverses of each other. Therefore both maps are bijections. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let M be a maximal normal subgroup of G such that I G : M I 
is a ~-number. If + lies in X,(M), then every irreducible constituent of4” belongs 
to X,(G). 
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Proof. Let x be an irreducible constituent of +” and suppose + lies in X,(M). 
We can write X~ = e &, & where & E Trr(M) with +i = +. This implies 
(det x)~ = n:=, (det #. S’ mce each & is conjugate to q5, we obtain 
((det x)~)o(“) = 1. As a result o(x) divides o(4) j G : M 1. Therefore O(X) is a 
z--number. Choose a composition series G D M = M,, D Ml D ... D M, = 
(1). Choose ti in Irr(MJ satisfying & = 4 and ti+i < (fi)Mi+l for each i. Then 
the chain x, +, [I ,..., 5 satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.3. Therefore x 
belongs to X,(G). 
The next result should be compared to Lemma 2.4 of [6]. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let M be a subnormal subgroup of G such that 1 G : M 1 
is a rr-number. Let 4 belong to X,(M). Then every irreducible constituent of $” 
belongs to X,(G). 
Proof. This proposition follows immediately from Lemma 4.4 by induction 
on/G:MI. 
The following lemma will be used in Section 6. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let M be a normal subgroup of G such that I G : M 1 is a r-number. 
The-n we have 
x6&(G) 
x(l)” = I G : M I de&M14V)2. 
R 
Proof. Let S be a set of representatives of G-orbits in X,(M). For each 
+ in S, write C(+) for the G-orbit of 4. The induction map 8 + BG is a bijection 
from Irr(G, I$) onto Irr(G I$). Let x lie in Irr(G / 4) and let 6 be the unique 
element of Irr(G, I $) such that BG = x. Then we have 
XM = (XM >d) c t, 
CECld) 
and v44 9 44 = (xA4 ) 4). 
This implies 
c xuj2 = C(l)” Ickw c vhw 
xGrr(Gjd) x~Irr(Gj1) 
= +(112 IW)12 I G4 : M I (See Lemma 3.1). 
= / G : M I c E(1)” 
ECC(Q) 
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From this equality and Proposition 4.5 we conclude 
xe&G)X(l)z = c c x(l)” n &SxeIrr(G[d) 
= I G : MI c 1 ~?(l>~ es E-2(4) 
= 1 G : M 1 c 4(1)2. 
&X,(M) 
Now let N be any normal subgroup of G. We describe all the irreducible 
characters 4 of N for which the set X,(G / $) = X,(G) n Irr(G j 4) is not 
empty. In fact, we prove a more general result which allows us to go up and 
down a chief series of G. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let M, N be normal subgroups of a r-separable group G 
with N < M. Let H be a Hall ,I-subgroup of G. 
(a) If 5 in X,(M) is H-invariant, then & has an H-invariant irreducible 
constituent q5lying in X,(N). 
(b) If 4 in X,(N) is H-invariant, then q5” bus an H-invariant irreducible 
constituent 5 lying in X,(M). 
Proof. We use induction on j M : N I. If M = N, there is nothing to prove. 
Suppose N is a proper subgroup of M. Let I be a normal subgroup of G con- 
tained in M and containing N such that I/N is a chief factor of G. 
Case 1. I/N is a &-group. 
(a) Induction gives an H-invariant irreducible constituent 7 of E1 lying 
in X,(1). Then qN = # belongs to X,(N) and is clearly H-invariant (see Proposi- 
tion 4.3). 
(b) Since H is a Hall rr’-subgroup of G, it covers I/N. Therefore 4 is 
I-invariant. Let 71 be the unique extension of $ to I whose order is a r-number. 
Then we have %,,(I 16) = {T}. Clearly 7 is H-invariant. Since 1 M : N I > 
I M : I /, it follows that VM has an irreducible constituent 5 which is H-invariant 
and which belongs to X,,(M). Since 77 lies over 4, it follows that [ is an irreducible 
constituent of tiV. 
Case 2. I/N is a r-group. 
(a) Induction gives an H-invariant irreducible constituent 7 of & lying 
in 3&,(I). Now Proposition 3.6(a) gives an H-invariant irreducible constituent 
+ of qN . Proposition 4.1 implies that 4 belongs to X,(N). 
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(b) An application of Proposition 3.7(a) with H, I, N in place of K, G 
and N respectively gives an H-invariant irreducible constituent 7 of +I. Proposi- 
tion 4.5 implies 7 E X,(I). N ow the existence of f follows by induction. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let N be a normal subgroup of a P-separable group G and 
let qb E X,(N). Then X,(G I +) is not empty if and only if + is H-invariant for 
some Hall rr’-subgroup H of G. 
Proof. Let H be a Hall &-subgroup of G and suppose + is H-invariant. 
An application of Proposition 4.7(b), with G in place of M, gives an H-invariant 
irreducible constituent x of #” lying in X,(G). Now suppose X,(G / +) is non- 
empty and let x E X,(G j 4). Proposition 4.7(a) gives an H-invariant irreducible 
constituent 5 of xN . Let x be an element of G satisfying 5” = 4. Then Hz is 
a Hall &-subgroup of G and 4 is Hz-invariant. 
5. CLI~ORD’S THEORY AND 3,,(G) 
Let N be a normal subgroup of a n-separable group G. Let + E X,(N) and 
assume that X,(G ) 4) = 3&(G) n Irr(G / #) is non-empty. Then 4 is H-invariant 
for some Hall +-subgroup H of G. (See Corollary 4.8). Therefore H is a sub- 
group of the stabilizer G+ of $ in G and 1 G : G* 1 is a r-number. Now Corol- 
lary 4.8 implies that X,(G, 14) = X,(GJ n Irr(G, I$) is non-empty. It is 
wellknown (see Hauptsatz V.17.3 of [6]) that the map 6’+ Bc is a bijection 
from Irr(G, / 4) onto Irr(G I #). If H is an odd group, we show that the restriction 
of this induction map to X,(G,+ I 4) * d m uces a bijection onto X,(G I 4). If 1 H I 
is even, this map has to be modified by a supplementary factor csrq,d(G, on G) 
(see (5-l)). The aim of this section is to prove these two basic results. The 
first part of this section is devoted to the definition and basic properties of 
csrqcd(G4 on G). All these properties are needed to prove Theorem 5.10. 
These properties and Theorem 5.10 will be used in the proof of the charac- 
terization of Ph(Irr(D)). 
Suppose a group H acts on a group I by conjugation. For any subgroup K 
of H the map sending each x E K onto the sign csn(x on I) of the permutation 
y + y” induced by x on I is a linear character of K with values 1, - 1 and is 
denoted by csn(K on I). In this situation, we denote the semidirect product 
OfHandIbyHOI. 
LEMMA 5.1. If J is an H-invariant normal subgroup of I, then we have 
csn(H on I/J) = sgn(H 0 1 on H 0 I/H 0 J). 
Proof. Let {u} be a set of representatives of left cosets Ju of J in I. The 
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map Jo+(HOJ)(l 0 ) u is an isomorphism from I/J onto the coset-space 
H 0 I/H 0 J. Since 
(H 0 J)(l 0 0)(x 0 1) = (H 0 J>(x 0 4 
= (H 0 J)(l 0 4, 
we obtain csn(x on 1/J) = sgn(x 0 1 on H 0 I/H 0 J) for every x in H. 
The next result is a simple generalization of Proposition 1.18 of [2]. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose H acts on a group I of odd order. (a) If J is an 
H-invariant normal subgroup of I, then csn(H on I) = csn(H on J) csn(H on I/J). 
(b) I~I=I,,DI,D~~~DI,,={~) is an H-invariant subnormal series of I, 
then csn(H on I) = I-I,“=, csn(H on 13-1/13). 
Proof. For any x in H, we have 
sgn(x 0 1 on H Q I/H Q 1) = sgn(x 0 1 on H 0 I/H 0 J)lJl 
* w(vH,I+H& 0 1) on H 0 J/H 0 1) 
(see equation (3-l)). Since 1 I] is odd and 
V~O,+HO,(~ 0 1) E (X 0 1)11:51 mod(H 0 J)‘(l 0 J) 
(see Proposition 3.9(b)), the above equation reduces to 
sgn(xOlonHQI/HOl) 
= sgn(x 0 1 on H 0 I/H 0 J) sgn(x Q 1 on H 0 J/H 0 1). 
By applying Lemma 5.1 to the above equation, we obtain 
csn(x on I) = csn(x on I/J) csn(x on J). 
This proves (a). Part (b) of the Corollary follows easily from (a). 
Suppose that the triple G, H and rr satisfies the following condition. 
CONDITION 5.3. rr is a set of odd primes, G is a r-separable group and H 
is a subgroup of G such that 1 G : H 1 is a v-number. 
Until further notice, we assume that G, H and rr satisfy Condition 5.3. Let 
G = G,, D Gl D ..* D G, = (1) be an H-composition series of G, i.e., for 
every i, G,-,/Gi is an irreducible H-module under conjugation. If G,-,/G, is 
a n’-subgroup, then H covers G,-,/G, . Suppose Gi-,/Gi is a n-group. Being a 
group of odd order, G,-,/G, is actually an elementary abelian p-group for some 
p ET. In this case, (G,-, n H) Gi is an H-invariant normal subgroup of Giel 
containing Gi . This implies (G,-, n H) Gi = Gi-1 or (G,-, n H) Gi = Gi . 
Thus every factor in any H-composition series of G is either covered by H or 
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avoided by H. Once we remove the repeated terms, the series H = H n Go D 
HnG,b ... D H n G, = (1) becomes an H-composition series of H. 
Furthermore every non-trivial factor H n G,-,/H n Gi is naturally H-iso- 
morphic to G,-,IG, . 
For each x E H, write 
csn[d(x on G) = *fi csn(x on G,-,/G,). P-1) 
id 
where *J-J denotes the product taken over all i for which Gi-r/Gi is avoided 
by H. 
It follows from the Jordan-Holder Theorem for G and H that csn[&x on G) 
is independent of the choice of the H-composition series of G. 
For any K 6 H the map sending every x E K onto csqHI(x on G) is a linear 
character of K with values 1, - 1 and is denoted by csn[&K on G). 
I am indebted to Professor E. C. Dade for suggesting the character 
csrqH](H on G) to me. 
Now we consider some elementary properties of csn&H on G). 
LEMMA 5.4. If M is a proper subnormal subgroup of G containing H, then 
we have 
csq,l(H on G) = csn[&H on M) 
Proof. The triple M, H and rr satisfies Condition 5.3. Therefore 
csn&H on M) is well-defined. We can choose an H-composition series 
G = G, D Gl D ... D G, = M D G,+l D ... D G, = (1) 
passing through M. Then we have csn(x on G,-,/G,) = 1 for i = 1,2,..., r and 
for every x E H. The Lemma follows easily. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let N be a subnormal subgroup of G contained in H. If N is 
normal in H, then csrqxl(x on G) = 1 for every x E N. 
Proof. Let (Gi}t be an H-composition series of G passing through N with 
G, = N for some r, 0 < r < n. Every x in N = G, centralizes G,-r/G, for 
i = 1, 2 ,..., r. Since H covers G,-,/G, for every i > r, we obtain 
csn[,l(x on G) = 1 for every x E N. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let G, be an H-invariant subnormal subgroup of G. Let 
G, D G, D ... D G, = (11 be an H-composition series of Gl . Then for every x 
inHnG,,wehave 
csn&x on G) = csqHnol](x on Gi). 
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Proof. Being a divisor of 1 G : H /, the index 1 G1 : H n Gi 1 is a q-number. 
Thus the triple Gi , H n Gi and w satisfies Condition 5.3. Therefore 
csqHnc,l(H n Gr on GJ is well-defined. 
If I/J is any H-composition factor satisfying Gi < J <I < G, then we 
have csn(x on I/J) = 1 for every x E H n Gi . This implies 
csnIH](x on G) = *fi csn(x on G,-,/G,) (5-2) 
i=2 
where *n denotes the product taken over all i for which Gi-JG, is avoided 
by H. 
For i = 2, 3,..., n choose a refinement G,-, = Gi, D G,, D *** D Gi,* = Gi 
such that {Gil j 0 <j < mi , 2 < i < n} is an (H n G,)-composition series 
of G1 . 
If H covers G,-i/G, and i 2 2, then H n Gl clearly covers Gi,-i/Gij for 
j = 1, 2 ,..., m . 
Suppose H avoids Gi-JGi and i > 2. Then H avoids Gij-i/Gij for j = 
1, 2,. . , m. 
This implies 
n mi 
csr+,,,& on Gl) = *n n csn(x on Gii-i/Gi,) (5-3) 
i=2 j=l 
where the product is taken over all i for which Giel n H < Gi . 
Suppose H avoids Gi-,/Gi . Since 2 does not belong to ?T and 1 G : H / is 
a n-number, it follows that G,-i/G, is a group of odd order. An application of 
Corollary 5.2(b) with Gi-i/Gi in place of I gives 
csn(x on G,-,/G,) = fi csn(x on Gij-i/Gij) (5-4) 
j=l 
The lemma follows immediately from Equations (5-2) (5-3) and (5-4). 
LEMMA 5.7. Let I, J be H-invariant subgroups of G such that J is normal 
in I. If H avoids I/J, then for wery x E G we have 
Proof. Since H avoids I/J and 2 6 n, it follows that 1 I/J j is odd. Therefore 
every u E I can be written as u = vz where the order o(v) of v is odd and z E J. 
This implies csn(u on I/J) = g ( s n u on HI/HI) = 1 for every u E I. 
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Let x E G and write V o&x) = uy where y E H and u E I. Then we have 
(V, HI(~))JH’:HI * z ylHJ:HI (mod H’I) 
= vHI,(y) (mod WI) 
(see Proposition 3.9(b)) 
5 VII& ~G~~~(x)) (mod JW 
z V,,(x) (mod H’I). 
Since sgn(I on HI/H]) = I1 and 1 HI : H 1 is odd, we obtain 
w-4 VGeH,(x) on HWJ) = sgn(vG&) on HIIHJ) (5-5) 
For notational convenience, we write w = V,,(x). Since H n I = H n J, 
the map (H 0 J>(l 0 4 -+ (HJ) (T is a bijection from H 0 I/H 0 J onto HI/HJ. 
Since (H 0 J)(l 0 U)(W 0 1) = (H 0 J)(l 0 9) and (HJ)uw =(HJ)crw, we 
obtain 
sgn(w on HI/HJ) = sgn(w 0 1 on H 0 I/H 0 J) 
By using Lemma 5.1, we can rewrite the above equation as 
sgn(w on HI/HJ) = csn(, on I/J) 
Now the Lemma follows from equation (5-5) (Recall w = V,,(x)). 
COROLLARY 5.8. Fur every x E G, we have 
sgn(x on G/H) = csn[&o&) on G). 
Proof. Let G = G,, D Gr D ..* D G,, = (1) be an H-composition series 
of G. Applying Lemma 3.8 and equation (3-3) n times, we obtain 
sgn(x on G/H) = fi sgn( VG.+t&4 on HGdHGd 
i=l 
(Recall 1G : H 1 is odd). 
If H covers G,-r/G, , then we have HGiA1 = HGi . Suppose H avoids Gj-,/G, . 
In this case Lemma 5.7 implies 
Therefore 
sgn(x on G/H) = *fi csn(vG+&) on Gjel/Gj), 
i-l 
where *I7 denotes the product taken over all i for which H avoids Gi-,/Gi . 
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This implies 
sgn(x on G/H) = csrqH](Vo,,(x) on G). 
Now we return to our original situation. Let N be a normal subgroup of 
a r-separable group G and let $ E X,(N). Let G+ denote the stabilizer of 4 
in G. Suppose that 1 G : Gm 1 is a n-number. Write 
v = v(?r) = 1 if 249~ 
(5-6) 
=o if 2 E7r. 
In this article, the letter v will be used exclusively for the integer defined 
by (5-6). 
If 2 $ rr, then the triple G, G& and rr satisfies Condition 5.3. Therefore, 
the character csn[,+](G4 on G)Y = csqc+](Gd on G) is well-defined. 
Suppose 2 E rr. Then v = 0. We interpret csqc ](G, on G)a = lo,. 
Thus in either case csrqc+l(Gd on G)Y is a well- efined linear character of G* . %
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let G, N, + and T be as above. If 8 lies in X,(G,), then 
the order o((csn[,+l(Gd on G)VO)G) is a 7mumber. 
Proof. We have 
det((csn[o,l(G, on G)Ye)o) = sgn(G on G/G#r) 
- (csn[041(G4 on G)” o Vo+GJe(l) 
- (det 8 0 V,,,,). 
(see (3-l)). If 2 E r, then the result is obviously true. Suppose 2 does not belong 
to r. In this case v = 1. By applying Corollary 5.8, with Gm in place of H, to 
the above equation, we obtain 
det((csn[o,l(G, on G)YB)G) = (det 6 0 Vo,,). 
This proves the Proposition. 
Now we prove the main result. 
THEOREM 5.10. Let N be a normal subgroup of a rr-separable group G and let 
+ E X,(N). Suppose I G : Gm I is a rr-number. Let v be the integer dejked by equa- 
tion (5-6). Then the map 8 -+ (csrq,+l(G~ on G)YO)G is a bzjectionfiom X,(G, I+) 
onto Xr(G I +I- 
Proof. Since N < Ker(csn[,+l(G, on G)Y) (see Lemma 5.5), multiplication 
by csqo41(G, on G)” induces a permutation of Irr(G, 14). It follows that 
481/59/2-2 
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(csnl,+l(Gd on G)ve)G E Irr(G / 4) if and only if 0 E Irr(G, / 4). We use induction 
on 1 G 1 to prove the Theorem. If N = G, there is nothing to prove. Assume 
that N is a proper subgroup of G. Let M be a maximal normal subgroup of G 
containing N. 
Caere 1. G* ,( M. In this case 1 G : M 1 is a n-number and Gb = Md . As 
a result of Lemma 5.4, we obtain 
((csnlo&G~ on M)YB)“)G = (csntom~(G,+, on G>“O)G. 
Therefore 
8 E &(G, I $1 0 (cSqG,l(G6 onMYV E %,(M I ~9 
++ (csn[Gdl(Gb on GPe>’ E &(G I $1 
(see Proposition 4.5). 
We now assume that Mb is a proper subgroup of G* . Observe that 1 G+ : M, j 
is a divisor of 1 G : M I. Let 6 be an irreducible constituent of BM6 lying over $. 
It follows from Lemma 5.6 that csn[+(Mb on M)Yf is an irreducible con- 
stituent of (csnro,l(G, on G)YB),+,+ lying over 6. Therefore (csnlMJM+ on M)‘QM 
belongs to Irr(M I 4) and is an irreducible constituent of ((csn[04](G+ on G)YO)G)M. 
Case 2. I G : M I is a r-number. In this case, 
eES(G I$> - 5~W4 I+> 
(see Propositions 4.1 and 4.5) 
+ (csnrM,l(% on MY5Y E X(M I 4) 
- (cwG,l(G6 on G)‘e)‘E ZAG 14) 
(see Propositions 4.1 and 4.5). 
Case 3. Suppose / G : M I is a rr’-number. Since j G : G,M I divides a 
n-number 1 G : Gb I and a a’-number 1 G : M I, we obtain G = G,M. Suppose 
0 lies in X,(G, I#). Then 4 = BMb belongs to X,(M, I 6) (see Proposition 4.3). 
Therefore (csn[,+l(M, on M)Y[)” belongs to X,(M 14). The equation 
f”(l) = f(1) I M : Mb ) = e(l) j G : G* j = S”(1) 
implies that (CSIqG+](G6 on G)Ye)G is an extension of (csrqn,,,l(Md on M)“.$)M. 
Since its order is a r-number (see Proposition 5.9), (csn[Gd](Gd on G)Ye)G 
belongs to 3&(G) (see Proposition 4.3). 
It remains to prove the reverse implication in this case. Suppose 
(csntGg](Gd on G)YB)G lies in X,,(G / 4). Th en its restriction (csn[,,l(M, on MynM 
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lies in 3&,(M 14). By induction 6 lies in X,(M, I+). Since 1 Gb : Mb 1 is a 
rr’-number, there is a unique extension XB of [ lying in X,(G, I#) where h is 
a linear character of G+ satisfying M* < Ker A. Since G,/M, is naturally 
isomorphic to G/M, we consider h as a linear character of G satisfying 
M < Ker A. Since ho lies in X,(G, I+), the first part of our proof forces 
(A csnlc+j(G4 on G)Y?)~ = A( csnt,$Gd on G)Ye)o to lie in X,,(G / 4). Now 
(csn[,d(M, on M)VoM has two extensions in X,(G). Proposition 4.3 forces 
(A csn[oQ](Gm on G)YI~)~ = (csn[oJG+ on G)“B)G. 
Since induction is a bijection, we obtain h csn[c*JGd on Gy0 = csn[o+~(G~ on 
G)V. This implies h6’ = 8. Thus B lies in X,(G, I(6). 
6. VALUES OF CHARACTERS IN X,,(G) 
In this section we will consistently use the letter g to denote the exponent 
of G. We denote the r-part of g by g, . For each positive integer m, let Q(m) 
denote the field extension of rationals generated by a primitive m-th root of 
unity. Let Q(x) denote the field extension generated by the finite set {x(x) I x E G}. 
We show that Q(X) is a subfield of Q(g,) for every x in X,(G). Furthermore 
if G is r-solvable, then Q(gn) is a splitting field for every x in X,(G). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let G be a a-separable group. Let H be a subgroup con- 
taining a Hall r-subgroup of G. Then the map x -+ xH is an injection from X,(G) 
into X,(H). 
Proof. We use induction on / G I. Let M be a maximal normal subgroup 
of G. 
Case 1. I G : M I is a k-number. If x E X,(G), then X~ belongs to X,(M). 
Therefore xHnM belongs to X,(H n M). Now xH is an extension of xxnM to H 
and o(xH) is a T-number. Therefore xH belongs to X,(H). Suppose # is a character 
in X,(H) satisfying #,, = xH . Since (&,)HnM = (x~)~~,+, , we obtain I,&,, = xnn . 
The equality x = $ follows from Proposition 4.3. 
Case 2. / G : M j is a r-number. In this case we have G = HM. The 
map + -+ $HnM is an injection from X,(M) into X,,(H n M). 
We show that the map x -+ xH is a bijection from Irr(G I#) into Irr(H I c&,~) 
for every 4 E X,(M). 
Let + E X,(M) and write 5 = 41HnM. Since 4 is the unique extension of 1 in 
E,(M), we obtain H n Gd = H, . This implies G4 = H,M. Therefore the 
map r] - yH5 is a bijection from Irr(G, I+) onto Irr(H, 1 5) (see Lemma 10.5 
of [7]). Let x -+ X~ be the inverse of the induction map from Irr(G, j 4) onto 
Irr(G I+). The map B -+ BH is a bijection from Irr(H, 1 1) onto Irr(H I l). Since 
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xH = ((x~)~)~ = ((~.&,r)~, the map x -+ xH is the composition of the above 
three bijections. 
Suppose 4 is a character in 3,(G) satisfying xH = #H for some x E Irr(G j 4). 
Then #M has an irreducible constituent q lying in X,,(M 1 5). Since $ is unique, 
we obtain 4 = 7. Now x and # both lie in Irr(G I+). Therefore the equality 
xH = (CIH implies x = I/. 
Since every x E 3,(G) lies over some 4 E X,(M), the proposition follows. 
Since the order of every x in G divides the exponent g, it follows that 
x(x) E Q(g) for every x in G and for every x in Irr(G). Let Gal(Q(g)/Q(g,,)) 
denote the Galois group of Q(g) over Q(g,,). Then Q(x) is a subfield of Q(g,,) 
if and only if xU = x for every 0 in Gal(Q(g)/Q(g,,)). 
Remark 6.2. The set X,,(G) is invariant under every Galois automorphism 
of Irr(G). 
The following Proposition is suggested by Theorem 1.4 of [8]. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let G be a rr-separable group and let x E X,(G). 
(4 The Jield Q(x) is a subfield of Q(g=). 
(b) For every prime q not belonging to W, the character x is Brauer irreducible 
mod q. 
Proof. (a) Let u be an automorphism in Gal(Q(g)/Q(g,)). Then x0 belongs 
to X,(G). Let H be a Hall rr-subgroup of G and let x E H. Since x is a r-element, 
X(X) clearly belongs to Q(g,,). This implies x0(x) = x(x>” = x(x). As a result 
we obtain xH = (x0),, . Now Proposition 6.1 forces the equality x = x0. Since 
this is true for every u in Gal(Q(g)/Q(g,,)), it follows that Q(x) is a subfield of 
QkJ 
(b) Let q be a prime not belonging to r. Let X* denote the restriction of x 
to the q’-elements of G. Let H be a Hall x-subgroup of G. Since q $ vr, we 
obtain xH = (x*)~ . Since H is a q’-group, every + in Irr(H) is an irreducible 
Brauer character of H mod q. Now it follows from Proposition 6.1 that (x*)~ 
is an irreducible Brauer character of H mod q. This clearly forces x* to be 
an irreducible Brauer character of G mod q. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let G be a ?r-separable group. Suppose 2 E r~. Let x be an 
irreducible character of G such that x(I) is a or-number. Then x belongs to W,(G) 
if and only ifQ(0) is a subfield of Q(gJ f or every &twrmal irreducible constituent 
eofx. 
Proof. If il4 is a subnormal subgroup of G, then any irreducible constituent 
0 of xw belongs to X,(M). It follows from Proposition 6.3(a) that Q(0) is a 
subfield of Q(g,). Conversely o(0) is a w-number if Q(e) is a subfield of Q(g,,). 
This proves the Corollary. 
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THEOREM 6.5. If G is a n-solvable group, then Q(gJ is a splitting field for 
evuy x in X,(G). 
Proof. We use induction on ] G I. If G is a n-group, then Q(g,) = Q(g) is 
clearly a splitting field for G. If G is a &-group, then we have X,(G) = {Ic). 
In this case the theorem is trivially true. Let A4 be a maximal normal subgroup 
of G. Let K denote the field Q(g=). Let x E X,(G). Then Proposition 6.3(a) 
implies K(X) = K. Let s&) denote the Schur index of x over K. 
Case 1. x+, = 4 is irreducible. 
Since 4 belongs to X,(M), K is a splitting field for $. Since sK(x) is a divisor 
of (I$~, x) = 1 (see Corollary 10.2(c) of [lo]), K is a splitting field for x. 
Case 2. x,, is not irreducible. 
In this case 1 G : M 1 is a x-number (see Proposition 4.3). Since G is r-solvable, 
it follows that 1 G : M ] = p for some p in n. Since x+, is not irreducible and 
M is a maximal subgroup of G, we obtain x = 4” for any irreducible constituent 
4 of x,,,, . Since + lies in X,(M), K is a splitting field for #. Hence K is a splitting 
field for x = 9”. 
If G is P-separable, it can be shown that the cyclotomic field generated by 
a primitive 1 G I,-th root of unity splits every x in X,(G). 
7. A MULTIPLICATIVE PROPERTY 
Seldom is a product of two irreducible characters again irreducible. But if 
we impose the condition that xi E X,$(G) for i = 1,2, where 9 and us are 
disjoint, then xixs is indeed irreducible. In fact, we have the following stronger 
result. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let 7, 2 be two diy’oint sets of primes. Suppose G is 
r-separable and Z-separable. Let x E X,,(G) and $ E 3&-(G). Then x1+4 is irreducible 
and belongs to X,,,(G). Furthermore if x# = x’#’ for some x’ in X,(G) and # 
in X,(G), then we have x = x’ and I/ = 1,4’. 
Proof. We use induction on 1 G I. Observe that the result is trivially true 
if G is nilpotent. Let M be a maximal normal subgroup of G. Then G/M is 
either a &-group or a Z-group. Without any loss of generality, we assume 
that G/M is a Z’-group. Then I/,,,, = 5 belongs to X,(M). Let + be any irreducible 
constituent of xM . Then 4 E X,(M) and +t: belongs to 3&(M). Write H = G4 . 
Since 5 is H-invariant, it follows from the induction hypothesis on M, that 
(95)” = @[ = +[ if and only if + = 6”. This implies H = G,, . Let 77 be the 
unique character in Irr(G, I 4) such that vG = x. By applying Proposition 3.3, 
with G* in place of G, we obtain TI& E Irr(H I $5). Since H = GdE , it follows 
that (T+~)~ = qG# = x# is irreducible. 
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If G/M is a n-group, then Proposition 4.5 implies x$ E X,,,(G). Suppose 
G/M is a z-‘-group. In this case x is an extension of $. Since 0(x$) divides 
o(x) o($), it follows that x# is an extension of +< whose order is a (rr u Z)- 
number. Now Proposition 4.3 implies x# E X,,,(G). 
Now assume x# = x’#’ with X’ E X,(G) and $’ E Xz(G). Then @’ is an 
irreducible constituent of (~‘4’)~ = (~4)~. Let c, $’ be irreducible con- 
stituents of #L and XL , respectively, such that +‘<’ = $5. Since 1 M / < j G /, 
this implies 5’ = 5 and +’ = 4. Now $, z/’ are both extensions of &’ in X,(G). 
Since G/M is a Z-group, Proposition 4.3 forces # = Z/J’. Let 7’ be the unique 
element in Irr(H 14) satisfying (7’)” = x’. Then we have (T’z/~)~ = (T’)~$ = 
x’$ = xz,A = (T#~)~. This forces T’#~ = 7$H . By applying Proposition 3.3 
with G& in place of G, we obtain 7 = 7’. This implies x = yG = (T’)~ = x’. 
I am indebted to Professor Isaacs for this short proof. My original proof 
depended on Theorem 5.10 and was much more involved. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let rrl , r2 ,..., z-* be pairwise disjoint sets of primes. Suppose 
G is rr,-separable for each i. Let xi E XVI(G) for i = 1, 2,..., n. Then n,“=, xi 
is irreducible and belongs to 3&,,, ,...,,(G). Furthermore, if xi are characters 
in Xni(G) satisfying I-J;=, xi = I’J,T: xi , then we have xi = xi for each i. 
Proof. The Theorem follows immediately from Proposition 7.1 by induction 
on n. 
8. NORMAL PCOMPLEMENTS AND X,(G) 
THEOREM 8.1. (a) For a r-separable group G, we have 
c x(l)” G I GIn V-1) 
x+,(G) 
where 1 G In is the order of a Hall rr-subgroup of G. 
(b) The group G has a normal n-complement if and only if relation (8-l) 
is an equality. 
Proof. We use induction on 1 G I. Let M be a maximal normal subgroup 
of G. 
Case 1. 1 G : M 1 is a p-number. 
SinceIMI<lGI,weobtain 
The relation (8-l) now follows from Lemma 4.6. 
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Now suppose relation (8-l) is an equality. Then Lemma 4.6 implies 
,,&M,W = I G In/l G : M I = I M In 
n 
Therefore M has a normal rr-complement which is then a normal r-corn- 
plement in G. 
Case 2. 1 G : M 1 is a rr’-number. 
In this case the restriction map x -+ X~ is a bijection from X*(G) onto the 
set X,(M), of all G-invariant elements of X,,(M). This implies 
<IMI,=IGI,. 
This completes the proof of (a). Now suppose that the relation (8-l) is an 
equality. Then we obtain the following conclusions from the above inequality. 
dE&M)+(l)2 = I M In 
n 
@-2) 
%(M)G = WW (8-3) 
Induction gives a normal r-complement N of M. Being characteristic in M, -- 
N is normal in G. Let G, M denote the factor groups G/N and M/N respec- 
tively. Since N is a normal &-subgroup of M and M is a z--group, we obtain 
X,(M) = Irr(M 1 lN). (See Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.5). We identify 
Irr(M 1 lN) naturally with Irr(M). Then equation (8-3) implies that every 
irreducible character of M is G-invariant. If K is a Hall n’-subgroup of G, -- 
then we have G = KM. An application of Lemma 3.3 gives G = R x M. 
Then the complete inverse image L of R in G is the normal P-complement 
in G. 
It remains to show that relation (8-l) is an equality if G has a normal 
rr-complement N. Since N is a &-group, we have X,(N) = {IN}. Since G/N 
is a m-group, Lemma 4.6 gives the equation 
xE$,G, x(l)” = I G : N I = I G In 
n 
COROLLARY 8.2. A r-separable group G is a r-group if and oni’y if X,(G) = 
Irr(G). 
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Proof. If G is a r-group, then the equality X,(G) = Irr(G) is trivially 
true. Now assume X,(G) = Irr(G). Then Theorem 8.1(b) gives a normal 
rr-complement N of G. Every irreducible character of N, being a constituent of 
xN for some x in X,(G) = Irr(G), belongs to J,,(N). On the other hand X,(N) 
is (lN), since N is a n’-group. This forces N = {I} and hence G is a n-group. 
Note added in proof. Fix a n-separable group G and a Hall n-subgroup H of G. The 
map x + xH is an injection from 3&(G) into Irr(H) ( see Proposition 6.1). A characteriza- 
tion of the image in Irr(H) of this restriction map has been pointed out to me by Professor 
E. C. Dade. We present his results below. 
LEMMA (Dade). Let M be a subgroup of G containing H. Suppose 4 in X,(M) is such that 
4 = xM for some x in 3&(G). Let L be any normal subgroup of M. Then every irreducible 
constituent of 4L is stabilized by some Hall s’-subgroup of N,(L). 
Proof. Write N = N,(L). Since His a subgroup of N, Proposition 6.1 implies that ,Q 
belongs to X,(N). Now it follows immediately from Corollary 4.8 that 4L = (x~)~ is 
stabilized by some Hall a’-subgroup of N. 
PROPOSITION (Dade). Let G = G, D G, D ... D G, = (1) be a chain of normal 
subgroups of G such that each factor group Got/G< is either a n-group or a n’-group. Let 
4 E Irr(H). Then 4 = XH for some x in X,(G) sz 4 satisfies the following condition; ‘<For 
i = 0, l,..., n, each irreducible constituent of hnc, is stabilized by some Hall +-subgroup 
of N&H n G*).” 
Proof. (4) This part follows immediately from the lemma. 
(+) Suppose 4 E Irr(H) satisfies the above condition. We induct on n. Write HI = 
H n Gi . Let 41 be an irreducible constituent of 4H . Clearly 41 satisfies the above con- 
dition with n - 1 in place of n. Therefore 41 = (~r)~~ for a unique x1 in X,(G,). 
Case 1. Suppose G/G1 is a a/-group. By hypothesis, it follows that 4 = 4r is stabilized 
by some Hall a’-subgroup K of No(Hi). Since x1 is unique, K stabilizes xi. By the 
Frattini Argument we have G = KG1 . Therefore x1 is G-invariant. Now the canonical 
extension x of x1 to G lies in X,(G) and satisfies xH = (x&i = 41 = 4. 
Case 2. Suppose G/G1 is a +group. In this case we have G = GtH. Arguing exactly 
as in Case 2 of Proposition 6.1 (with G, , x1 , 41 in place of M, 4, and 5, respectively), we 
obtain that the map x + xH is a bijection from Irr(G 1 xl) = X,(G 1 xl) onto Irr(H 1 bl). 
This gives a x in X,(G) satisfying xH = 4. 
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